Medium-sized congregations

§ Baby boomers and their parents give to build/rebuild

community.
§ But do we utilise their business and professional skills

to build our communities?
§ Much Jewish fundraising has tilted towards attracting

bequests.

§ Understanding the under 45s however creates

different challenges.
§ We want others (not just our own children) to want

what we want.
§ But they either don’t or don’t want the same things in

the same way.
§ A common question is “which Jewish organisation”?
§ But whereas Jews form 0.4% of the population, Jewish

philanthropy to major Foundations and Charites forms
between 10-30% of major donor intakes. We need to
tap into, serve and be seen to serve the values
which drive that giving.

§ Subsequent generations do not ask the same

questions, they do not just want a seat at the table,
and…
§ … the are influencing their parents …..

§ There is no single way to engage the next generation. Instead, a portfolio of

initiatives is required that attract time, talent and treasure in ways that
appeal to modern giving trends and desires.
§ Less than 15% of the children of major donors donate >$500 to their local

Jewish community each year.
§ 70% do not donate, even if they could, and many of those also do not donate

to non-Jewish causes.
§ They are motivated by immediately observable impact. Young Jews don’t give

money to the community to because of duty, perceived need or to strengthen
Jewish community.
§ On the contrary, many feel the community is already strong and not in need of

help. Rather, Jews want to help others and want others to see that Jews care,
which they see as a core Jewish value emphasised by their families.

§ Early findings in US (PEW Centre research)
§ In the most popular areas - education and basic / welfare needs - little

difference between Next Gen and Millenials’ giving and their families’
giving.
§ Next most popular - civil rights/advocacy and environment/animal

causes; incl. global causes; huge opportunities for UPJ
§ Unpopular - arts and culture, religious, youth and family, health,

community development, including United Way or Jewish Federations.
§ Yet 50% of Sydney and Melbourne Jews aged 30-55 send their kids to a

Jewish day school, and over 30% attend synagogue at least once a
month. They have family incomes >$120k/y.
§ Opportunities?

§ Early findings in NSW (JCA Research)…
§ NextGen will donate to interests that resonate with them and their values, but…
§ Expect more transparency, accountability, better communication and clear

impact from dollars
§ Like causes that are rooted in Jewish values but not necessarily for the

community alone
§ More likely to give through new platforms such as crowdfunding, giving circles,

etc.
§ Collaboration with peers seen to be important (a willing herd), and in the United

States appears to drive around half of all giving decisions
§ Considerable interest in “impact investing” – investing endowments and personal

assets in ways that advance social, not just financial, goals.

§ I conduct due diligence and do research before deciding who to support.
§ I first decide my philanthropic goals or ideal solutions, and then search for potential recipients who

fit those.
§ I fund efforts that address root causes and attempt systemic solutions.
§ I prefer to have information about an organization’s proven effectiveness or measurable impact

before deciding whether to support it.
§ I often recommend a cause or organization to others.
§ I prefer info on what percentage of organization’s funds go to programs vs. overhead.
§ I prefer info on organization’s governance, leadership, and/or financial responsibility.
§ I fund organisations attempting new, innovative approaches or that promote diversity and

inclusiveness.
§ I support groups that advocate for policy change and will work closely with the groups, giving time

and expertise as well as money.

§ How do you think about philanthropy?
§ What are the similarities or divergences in your views from those of previous generations?
§ What are your preferred philanthropic strategies?
§ How do you make decisions about giving, and with what kind of information?
§ What sort of engagement do you seek in addition to giving money?
§ How hands-on would you like to be?
§ What do you consider “good” philanthropy?
§ Where and how have you learned this approach to philanthropy?
§ What do you hope for the future of your philanthropy?

Yes

No

§ 1. personal reasons for engaging in

§ X. “Receiving some sort of sincere

philanthropy, “Supporting a mission or cause
that I believe in, and that fits with my
personal values”
§ 2. “Fulfilling my duty as a person of

privilege, to give back to society”
§ 3. Seeing that our contribution makes real

difference and that the recipient
organization has real impact. (Giving money
without engagement is often a sure path to
giving money without impact.)

recognition or thanks” (like a mention
on a donor list),
§ Y. “Having the chance to attend a

social event,” and
§ Z. “Receiving some sort of tangible

benefit” (like a tote bag or magazine
subscription)
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§ Of the 32.3% of Pew Centre survey respondents who say they seek out information

using social media, roughly two-thirds of those are Millennials, who are known to be
even more social media-focused than Gen Xers.
§ Most used communication in relation to giving - Next generation peer group
§ Along with time, talent, and treasure, they also give their ties – their peer

networks, their connections to others. Among these major donors, this connection
to peers who can also give is particularly powerful.
§ If they work and give together, as they like to do, they can be a significant force.

§ Begin with why!
§ Make use of existing research: e.g., #NextGenDonors: The Future of Jewish Giving,

2164 / Johnson Center at Grand Valley State University / Jewish Funders Network,
ConnectedtoGive, Report 1: Key Findings, NATIONAL STUDY OF AMERICAN JEWISH
GIVING, ConnectedtoGive Report: Giving Circles.
§ Listen to your target audience without asking.
§ If you have an relationship, engagement becomes possible.
§ If you have engagement, involvement becomes possible.
§ With involvement, ongoing meaningful philanthropy can be attracted.
§ Zero-sum thinking is self-fulfilling.

§ The five key factors affecting Jewish

continuity for our children and
grandchildren are:
1.

a young person’s home
environment;

2.

school attended;

3.

form of Judaism/synagogue
affiliation;

4.

youth group involvement; and

5.

experience of Israel.

§ UPJ and its member congregations can impact all five!
§ The inwards/outwards dichotomy cannot be viewed as

”either or”.
§ Gen08 showed show that the more consistent and

integrated these factors, the stronger one’s Jewish
identity.
§ When a person is socialised with coherent Jewish

values, within a community of supportive and
likeminded people, the outcome is likely to be a strong
Jewish identity.

§ Understand your member demographics
§ What matters to them?
§ Needs v wants

§ Understand your potential member demographics
§ What matters to them?
§ Needs v wants
§ Why are they but potential members?

§ Is “membership” the right model?
§ Remember that there are as many differences within generations as there are among

generations.

